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Multi-cut Pants: $79.99Floral Jacket: $69.99Denim Mini Skirt: $59.99

Floral Sleeve Top: $59.99 Leatherette Crop Jacket: $79.99 Ruffled Dress: $79.99

Blazer Dress: $129.99Boyfriend Jeans: $79.99Leatherette Shorts: $59.99

Black Buckle Blazer: $69.99 Leatherette Mini Dress: $59.99 Leatherette Mini Skirt: $54.99
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Styles by Avori is a brand created by professional gamer, former model and
Miss America Pageant contestant, Avori Henderson. The brand was created
to help those who are interested in fashion learn more about how to pair

outfits and textures together to make you stand out in whatever you choose
to do in life.

Styles by Avori has a unique web design that allows you to customize an
entire outfit based off of carefully curated suggestions by Avori herself. Her
experience in modeling and fashion has taught her about pairing fabric, cut,

materials, and colors together to perfectly meet your PERSONAL needs.
With the click of a button, customers can select an entire and carefully

chosen look to add to their cart.

Avori's modeling experience has given her the knowledge and ability to work with
designers and manufacturers to produce the perfect line filled with business, sexy,

elegant, and high fashion ensembles. Her styles come from a wide range of
countries including the UK, France and the United States. Styles by Avori utilizes the

most fashion-forward trends from all over the world to present the best overall
look with affordable pricing.

The materials range from cotton, elastane, and polyester, to the unique
feature 'Wet Look' trend which is achieved by using polyester with a PU

coating for texture and shine. Most of the clothes use elastane and spandex
percentages in the design in order to stretch and fit to different sizes..

The sizing of Styles By Avori is extremely precise. Our website allows
customers to input their exact measurements to use our sizing chart. The
sizing ranges from 2- 14 for pants and tops and on rare occasions, that do
not require such precise measuring, S-XL. We do not currently offer Plus

Sizes, but they are coming soon!

All  items are high quality and have been thoroughly inspected and priced
accordingly. Prices range from $20- $130. Discounts are offered throughout the year

for special occasions and 10% off to new site users.

Pricing:

Sizing:

Materials

Style:

Web Design:

Brand:

Shipping:
Styles by Avori ships Worldwide.


